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VB20/VB220/VB12/VB120 PROBE, VB12-RF PROBE
Golden TS Compare streams against reference streams and generate alarms in case 

they differ. Requires ETR option.
VB243 support Added support for VB243 ASI redundancy card.

VB252 features Support for LDPC iteration counter and T2-Lite.
VB272 features Added support for multiple input streams on DVB-S2, added support for 

both Gold and Root modes for PL scrambling, added more DVB-S2 status 
parameters to the SAT status page.

Additional VB272 
measurements

Centre frequency offset, Symbol rate offset, Modulation Error Ratio, Eb/N0, 
EVM, Pre Viterbi BER for DVB-S, Improved DiseqC control (also VB270).

OTT improvements Improved HDS parsing, added chunk HTTP header link for OTT, added 
support for RFC 2617 digest authentication, added support for RTMP 
streams to OTT monitoring engine.

Second 1G input An additional 1G input can be activated via a license for scenarios where 
two physical inputs are needed. The total number of Ethernet streams or 
OTT services does not change.

8 ETR engines It is possible to purchase up to 8 ETR engines for Ethernet streams.

VB330 10G probe
FLASH_32 option The FLASH_32 option can be purchased for 32GB offline storage for RDP 

and PCAP recordings. It also enables flash alarm that offers storing the last 
20,000 alarms in non-voilatile memory so that they survive across reboots.

Microbitrate The Microbitrate feature allows inspection and graphing of interface bitrate 
at sampling intervals from 0.1ms to 1.0s.

VBC
OTT report OTT probe measurements are now available in the system performance pdf 

report.
Graphics Option update The Graphics View will display custom Visio diagrams with objects that can 

reflect the alarm status of sites, blades, stream and stream groups. It is 
simple to navigate between hierarchal drawings or directly to VBC and 
probe pages.

Better VB288 integration New alarms (Audio silence, OTT alignment) and faster thumbnails.
Equipment view info Additional information is listed for all blades in the equipment view.

RF-graphs Probe RF-measurements are available for graphing inside the VBC's 
stream-view. Up to two years of data can be inspected and compared.

Server requirements VBC 5.1 will only run on 64-bit servers. The RAM and DISK requirements 
have increased. See the user-manual for details.

OS support and The VBC can be installed on Cent OS and Red Hat Enterprise OS. Support 



upgrading can be purchased from Red Hat - Cent OS does not provide support.
New VBC installations are done from ISO images that install both the VBC 
and the OS. Upgrading to VBC 5.1 is only supported for 64-bit servers 
already running VBC 5.0 on Red Hat Enterprise 6.4.

VB288 with Remote Video Wall
OTT support OTT support with free-frame, color-freeze, audio silence detection and 

profile alignment testing.
AES decryption AES fixed key decryption has been implemented for HLS streams.

New remote video wall 
widgets

Includes VBC-stream view, probe-constellation diagram, audio loudness 
graphs, VBC rf-graphs and VBC graphics view.

Microtimelines In the Remote Video Wall the microtimelines are displayed next to the 
thumbnails.

Read time audio analysis Can be enabled for both multicasts and OTT for EII export.
OS requirement Runs on Red Hat Enterprise 7 and Cent OS 7.


